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Cause of crash remains unknown
by Larry Neumeister
1 HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Investigators
raised the possibility yesterday
that turbulence from a jumbo jet
led to the crash of American
Flight 587, saying the two planes
took off less than the standard
two minutes apart.
"We do not know whether this
contributed in any way to the
actual accident, but we are looking at this very closely," said
Marion Blakey, chairwoman of
the National Transportation
Safety Board.
Wake turbulence, the swirl of
air behind a plane, can endanger
planes flying too close behind or
below. The phenomenon has
been blamed for at least one
deadly crash in the past.
Investigators want to know
whether it caused Flight 587 to
break apart three minutes after
takeoff from Kennedy Airport on
Monday, killing all 260 people
aboard and as many as five on the
ground. The plane's tail assembly
sheared away and its twin
engines fell off as the jet went

down.
Standard protocol says there
should be at least two minutes
between takeoffs. However,
Blakey said it appeared there was
less than that between Flight 587
and a Japan Air Lines Boeing 747
that left ahead of it from the same
runway.
"We believe that in fact it was 1
minute and 45 seconds in terms
of the actual distance," Blakey
said.
She did not explain why this
was so, but she said it appears
that air traffic controllers followed proper procedure. She said
that tower clearances for the two
takeoffs came 2 minutes and 20
seconds apart.
Pointing to a map of the two
planes' flight paths, Blakey noted
that although the jumbo jet's path
was 800 feet above Flight 587's,
the winds probably pushed the
turbulence lower.
The cockpit voice recorder
from High! 587's final minutes
revealed two rattling noises and
indicated the pilots complained
about the wake of another plane

Speaker
decries
nuclear
warfare

before their aircraft went down.
Walter Sheriff, a retired
American Airlines captain who
studies the phenomenon, said
the wake turbulence from the
four-engine 747 could have
struck the Airbus A300 with "tornado-like lateral force."
The
Federal
Aviation
Administration has set minimum
distances for planes flying near
each other, based on aircraft size.
After a 1992 crash in Billings,
Mont., that killed eight people,
federal investigators found that
the pilot failed to follow the established "vortex avoidance procedure" and flew loo close to a jet.
Blakey, at a news conference,
also said that Flight 587's other
black box — its flight data
recorder — was repaired by the
manufacturer, allowing investigators to extract data on the last
minutes of the doomed flight.
The recorder had been scorched
and banged up in the crash.
Both of the plane's engines
have been recovered and taken to
a hangar at Kennedy.
Authorities have not ruled out

Associated Press Photo
WRECKAGE: A New York City firefighter clibs through piles of debris from American Airlines flight 587.

sabotage or other causes but
have said all signs point to a
mechanical failure.
"That does not mean we have
concluded there was no crime.

We simply have no evidence to
dale of a crime of terrorism,"
Attorney General lohn Ashcroft
said.
The flight data recorder moni-

tors nearly 200 separate functions
in the European-made A300.
including rudder movements.
CRASH, PAGE 5

Peace
rally
today

GAINING GROUND

by Shannon E Kolkedy

by Marie Chiche

IHE BC HEWS

IHE 8G NEWS

The University's Asian Studies
Program sponsored a speaker
yesterday morning to increase
awareness of peace education as a
part of "The Spirit of Hiroshima
Exhibition."
The event began with Fuji
Kawashima, director of the Asian
Studies Program, leading a statement sent from the mayor of
Hiroshima.
"1 hope you will all work handin-hand with Hiroshima to create
a 21st century of peace,"
Kawashima read.
Osamu Shinohara, a \isiting
professor at the University, who is
originally from
Hiroshima
logakuin University, talked of the
importance of peace in the world
today.
Shinohara opened his speech
by telling of his visit to the memorial museum of the Heichozan
massacre in the northern part of
China
During World War II, the
Heichozan massacre resulted in
the death of many innocent villagers by the Japanese military,
said Shinohara. The young
Japanese soldiers feared their
superiors and knew that if they
refused their orders it would result
in certain death.
As human beings, we have the
right to be liberated from oppression, famine, poverty, discrimination, racism, sexism, violence, and
wars, Shinohara said, and we
should not prevent others from
having those rights as well.
"We have the dignity of living as
human beings and aiso dying as
human beings," he said. "We cannot afford to die without human
dignity during war, nor by terrorism."
According to Shinohara,
nuclear weapons claim hundreds
of thousands of lives and deny
human beings their dignity.
Shinohara cited a USA Today
poU that says 58 percent of the
adults questioned supported a
nuclear attack and an additional
70 percent supported U.S. funding to build a defense system
SPEAKER, PAGE 5

Associated Press Photo

A peace rally will be taking
place today starting at noon in
front of the Education Building.
Organized by BG Peace Net, a
group composed of students, faculty and community members.
The rally will consist of a half-hour
Stand for Peace, followed by
drumming, petition signing,
information distribution and
speakers from different organizations.
Representatives from the
Muslim Students Association and
Veterans for Peace will be present,
each addressing issues relating to
their affiliation, said Taeyon Kim,
a graduate assistant in ethnic
studies and member of BG Peace
Net.
The rally is organized in con-

MOVING THROUGH: Residents of Kabul ride bicycles past a tank with a Northern Alliance soldier standing atop it.

RALLY, PAGE 5

Black Week provides Safety of Lot 6
diversity of programs still in question
by Will E Sanders
BG NEWS

Black Week kicked off
Tuesday night with over 100
students lining up outside of
Olscamp 115 to view the
movie "Baby Boy."
The Black Student Union is
sponsoring Black Week and
have many events planned for
today and Friday for all students wishing to take part in
the activities.
Tonight there will be a bowling party at Varsity Lanes from
9 to 11, but pre-registration is
required.
Transportation,
pizza and bowling shoes will
be provided for those who take
pan.
Also, tonight the BSU will be
co-sponsoring Late Night at
the Rec. The Recreational
Center will not be closing their

doors at their normal time,
instead the center will be open
into the night.
"This encourages a nonalcoholic alternative to BGSU
students," said lames Jackson,
adviser for BSU. "Students can
come in late and play basketball or whatever they want as
opposed to going out and
drinking."
BlackWeekendsonNov. 16,
and its finale, is the Comedy
Explosion. The event will feature comics who have
appeared
on
Black
Entertainment Television's
"Comic View." Comedians
Charles Walden, Donte Carter,
Miss Gayle and Chris Sherman
will be behind the mic at
Olscamp Friday at 7 p.m.
Tickets are on sale now at
Olscamp and the cost is $10.

by David Schrag
THE BG NEWS

UPCOMING EVENTS
THURSDAY:
• Bowling party at Varsity
Lanes, 9 to 11 p.m. (preregistration required).
• Night at the Rec at the
BGSU Rec Center, 8 p.m.
FRIDAY:
• Comedy Explosion, sponsored by the Black Student
Union. Doors open at 7 p.m.
Tickets are on sale now in
Olscamp Hall for $10.

"It is comedy on a budget,"
said Jackson. "But anyone who
watches stand-up comedy or
BEr has seen these comedians."
"We all like comedians, no
CULTURE, PAGE 5

Although blue lights have been
added. Lot 6 Overflow still does
not appear the be a safe place on
campus.
Since the beginning of the
semester, one student was sexually assaulted while in Lot 6, a car
was stolen and several other cars
were broken into or vandalized.
"There is not enough light in
Lot 6, and the Emergency Blue
Light Systems are spread out too
far, nobody would be able to get
there if you needed help," said
University student, Katie Smalley.
According to her, lighting is
probably the biggest problem
with the parking lots at BGSU.
The University purchased new
lights for the football field, but
added no new lighting to Lot 6,
where many crimes arc reported.
"The new lights on the football

field add more light to the parking
lot," Lt. Robert Blackburn said, of
the campus police.
The football field lights arc only
turned on for local football
games. They are turned off the
rest of the time.
There are differing opinions on
campus between authorities and
students regarding the safety of
University parking lots.
"I would definitely never walk
alone to my car at night, but I
don't even feel safe walking in a
group of friends," Smalley said.
"The police should have someone patrolling the parking lots
24/7."
Her opinion is not shared by
Blackburn.
"The parking lots are safe, however, all students should take caution," he said. "Any plate you go
SAFETY. PAGE 5
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Medicaid covers transplant Judge finds life-sentenced
convicted man innocent
for HIV-positive patient
try Larry O'OeM
by Justin Pope
THE «SSOCi«T(0 PRESS

BOSTON — A state board
ruled yesterday that an HIV-positive man with end-stage liver
disease should be covered by
Medicaid for a potentially lifesaving liver transplant.
The Division of Medical
Assistance Board of Appeals said
the procedure was "medically
necessary" and not experimental. Some scientists believe that
HIV reduces the chance of survival for transplant patients.
"Certainly, for all Medicaid
recipients, HIV status alone can
no longer be a basis to refuse
liver transplantation," said attorney Bennett Klein of Gays and
Lesbian
Advocates
and
Defenders. "This decision really
breaks new ground."
The ruling would only directly
affect Massachusetts Medicaid
recipients in similar circumstances. But, Klein said, the ruling could help make the case in
other states and with private
insurance companies.
HIV drugs have kept the
patient from developing AIDS,
but he also has hepatitis C and is
expected to die of liver failure
within months. The man wasn't
identified, but is 41 years old and

lives in Boston.
The ruling granted his request
for a referral to the University of
Pittsburgh transplant program.

"Certainly, for all
Medicaid recipients, HIV status
alone can no
longer be a basis to
refuse liver transplantation. This
decision really
breaks new
ground. "
BEHNET KLEIN,
ATTORNEY

It also ordered Neighborhood
Health Plan, a private company
that provides health care to
Medicaid recipients through a
state contract, to pay for the procedure.
The man still could be denied
a transplant for medical reasons.
The state Division of Medical
Assistance insisted the decision
would not apply to all cases.
"It's not a blanket approval
that all people with HIV would

be automatic candidates for a
transplant," spokesman Richard
McGreal said, "lust because this
person fits the medical necessity
definition, and is approved for a
liver transplant, the next person
who comes along may be totally
different."
NHP was involved in a similar
dispute last summer when a
woman who also had HIV and
hepatitis and needed a liver
transplant sued to force it to
change its policies.
A different state panel ruled
against Berynda Dunn, but she
withdrew her lawsuit after
receiving $100,000 in donations
from the HMO and private
givers to pay for the procedure.
In the latest case, the board
queried experts in the field on
the efficacy of liver transplants
for patients with HIV and concluded that recent advances in
AIDS treatment indicated "the
treatment will be effective in
light of his specific clinical picture."
NHP Director of Corporate
Communications
Deborah
Reiter said the company was
reviewing the ruling but had no
immediate comment.

'«E ASSOCIATED PRESS

RICHMOND, V.i. — A man
vas freed yesterday after serving
11 years in prison for a murder
authorities now say he didn't
commit
Jeffrey Cox, 33, and his parents, sitting two rows behind
him in a Richmond courtroom,
shed tears of joy as Circuit Judge
Walter W. Stout dismissed the
charges against him.
"It's been a long struggle," Cox
told reporters afterward. "It's a
beautiful day, and I cant wait to
walkout of here."
He said he planned to "probably eat a piece of steak or something."
Cox was sentenced to life plus
50 years in prison for the 1990
stabbing death of 63-year-old
llouise Cooper. He insisted he
was innocent, but was convicted, largely on the testimony of
two of Cooper's neighbors, who
said Cox and another man
dragged her from her apartment.
In May, Stephen Hood was
charged with Cooper's death.
Court papers say a witness told
investigators that Hood and
another man, who has not been
charged, killed Cooper.
Prosecutors, who could have
sought to retry Cox, instead
asked Stout to throw out the

Associated Press Photo

FREE AT LAST: Attorney Stephen Benjamin, left, talks to reporters
in Richmond, Va. Tuesday after his client Jeffrey D. Cox, center, was
released after spending 11 in prison for a murder he didn't commit.
Cox's parents Bill and Patricia Cox were on hand to greet Cox.
Cox said he has no firm plans
original indictments, which he
other than to "just be happy and
did at Wednesday's hearing
"Mr. Cox. perseverance has its be with my family." He said he
late reward," Stout said before would lei his lawyers worry
dismissing murder, abduction about whether he should file a
lawsuit over his wrongful imprisand burglary indictments.
Outside of court, Cox celebrat- onment or seek compensation
ed with about 30 friends and rel- from the state.
Commonwealth's Attorney
atives wearing yellow ribbons to
symbolize his return from David Hicks said that at the very
least, Cox is owed an apology.
prison.
"1 can't imagine in my wildest
"This is the happiest moment
of my life," said his mother, Pat imagination losing 11 years for
something I didn't do," he said.
Cox. "I never gave up hope."

West Virginia jurors reject tobacco companies' liability lawsuit
by Vicki Smith
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WHEELING, WVa. — Jurors
rejected a lawsuit yesterday that
sought to force four tobacco
companies to pay for annual
medical tests for 250,000 healthy
West Virginia smokers.
The six-person jury, nearly all
of them former smokers, deliberated for 10 hours before concluding that people with a five-year,
pack -.i- day habit have an
increased risk of disease but don't
need medical monitoring.

lurors also concluded that cigarettes are not a defective product and manufacturers were not
negligent in designing making or
selling them.
"The case never should have
been tried," said John Finley,
attorney for cigarette maker
Brown & Williamson.
The lawsuit, essentially structured as a product liability case
with medical monitoring as the
proposed remedy for wronged
consumers, was the first of its
kind to be tried in the United

States.
The plaintiffs said the industryfunded screening program could
lead to the early detection of lung
cancer, emphysema and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease.
They contended they deserved
the tests because Philip Morris,
R.J. Reynolds, Lorillard and
Brown & Williamson manufactured and sold a defective product with no regard for their customers' health.
The smokers wanted free
annual lung tests for people 45
and older, and more sophisticat-

ed exams for those 50 and older
that could potentially reveal disease earlier than chest X-rays.
The tobacco companies
argued that the testing technology is experimental and unproven
at diagnosing disease early
enough to make any difference.
R.J. Reynolds attorney Jeff Furr
also noted that the plaintiffs
could have continued to smoke
while being tested.
"They wanted to have their
cake and eat it, too," said Pun
who said the program would
have cost hundreds of millions of

dollars to create.
Furr said he believed the verdict showed jurors were
impressed with the research
tobacco companies have done to
try to reduce the hazards of
smoking.
"It's a recognition by this jury
that cigarettes are risky, but
everyone knows they are risky
and the companies have done all
they can to make them less risky,"
Furr said.
lury foreman Mark Burris said
he wasn't convinced monitoring
would help the plaintiffs.

"It came down to, if you
smoke, stop. If you don't smoke,
don't start,"' Burris said. "The
only way to stop latent disease is
stop smoking. That was the bottom line for all the jurors."
Scott Segal, an attorney representing the smokers, said jurors
may have been swayed by the
fact that the monitoring technology is relatively new. He said he
believes the tests will become
common.

Pre-Holiday
Senior Portrait Shoot
November 28 - 29
in Career Services
Capture the present with a senior portrait and look to the
future by checking out what career services has to offer.

Job
2002
Key
Yearbook

Search
Handbook
For
Educators

call 372 - 8634 or log onto WWW.MYSENIORPORTRAIT.COM to make an appointment today!
Walk-ins Welcome!
9a.m. - 4p.m. Nov. 28
9a.m. - 5p.m. Nov. 29
360 STUDENT SERVICES

Aim AND ENTERTAINMENT
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Jewelry more
than an accessory
by David Stone
THE BG NEWS

Those planning on going to
"Open Links," the jewelry and
metal work display in the Fine
Arts building, to get ideas for
what to wear next season might
want to reconsider.
"Beaded Bodice." a work of
hammered copper, beads and
wire by Felicia Szarad, dispels
any myths that these are works
that are likely to appear at a typical jewelry store.
"One purpose of the exhibit is
to broaden peoples perspectives on what jewelry can be and
what it is," said Thomas Muir,
professor of fine arts, "lewelry
takes many forms and serves
many purposes in different cultures. It can be for ornamentation or to attract a mate. It can
also serve as a talisman against
psychological or physical dangers. It also can have emotional
or spiritual meaning."
Among the artists on display
is Sam Shaw, who mixes more
traditional jewelry designs with
atypical materials. Rough,
uncut rocks sit in the place of
gems in rings and necklaces as
well as other pieces.
Leslie Leupp's bracelets are
made from anodized aluminum and placed on custom
made display stands. These
stands are as much a part of the
work of art as the bracelets
themselves.

"Many of these works are
designed to be viewed on their
own as well on the body," Muir
said.
"One artist had said something about wanting people to
be aware of their bodies while
wearing the jewelry," Muir said.
I le went on to say that this went
for most of the other artists as
well, Felicia Szarad being a good
example of this.
Fossils of long extinct creatures make the centerpieces of
many of Patricia Nelson's metal
works. A trilobite now rests in a
cage of artfully twisted wires.
Armlets and oilier body ornaments crafted by Marjorie
Schick are not crafted of gold or
silver but of stretched canvas
and wood. These works arc
brightly painted and are displayed alongside photographs
of the jewelry being worn.
"Most of the worlds jewelry is
not made from precious metals
or stones," Muir said in reference to the variety of materials
used.
The exhibit will be on display
until Sunday at the VVillard
Wankclman Gallery. The gallery
will be open today through
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
and on Sunday from 1 p.m. to 4
p.m.

TODAY'S
EVENTS
THURSDAY, NOV. 15
CAMPUS EVENTS
Next Question @ Kennedy Green
Room, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. A collaborative artist team, composed of
Emily Blair, Michelle llluminato
and Phuong Nguyen, address
issues of cultural significance.
Open Links: A Jewelry and Metals
Exhibition @ Willard Wankelman
Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Contemporary artists Leslie
Leupp, Pat Nelson, Marjorie
Schick. Sam Shaw and Felicia
Szorad will be featured in this
exhibition.
Somebody Else's Dream: Gregory
Barsamain @ Dorothy Uber Bryan
Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Using
kinetic sculptures that perform
low-tech transformations through
the employment of rotation and
strobe lights, he constructs narratives that recall the intensity
and mystery of dream images.
Great American Smoke-Out @
Olscamp Hall Lobby, 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. The Wellness Connection will
be handing out bags of candy
and educational material for the
"Smoke-Out." Sponsored by the
Student Health Service, Wellness
Connection, and ODADAS.

Thursday. November 15, 200! 3

New Music Ensemble
Performance @ Bryan Recital
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center,
Noon. The performance is free
and open to the public.
Holiday Sounds of Colonial
Williamsburg @ 101B Olscamp,
12:30 p.m. Two musical interpreters, Scottish fiddler David
Gardner and Irish harpist
Stephen Moore, will offer a preholiday concert featuring festive
carols and jolly ballads from the
British Isles. The concert reflects
the wide variety of musical influences typical of early Virginia and
includes holiday music from more
than three centuries. The concert
is part of the College of Arts &
Sciences Forum Series.
Poetry Reading— Linda Gregg,
poet and author of "Things and
Flesh" @ Prout Chapel, 7:30 p.m.
Poetry and Fiction Readings
sponsored by the BGSU Creative
Writing Program, Mid-American
Review, and English Department.

utes director: Michel Khleifi
Sincere examination of the ArabIsraeli conflict set in an Arab village. When an Israeli curfew
interferes with a prominent citizen's all-night wedding reception,
he gets an exception from the
authorities'... on the condition
that he "invite them.

points in the city including
EasyStreet Cafe, Ben Franklin,
Cla-Zel Theater, Finders, and KMart. The clothing drive will end
on Saturday, Nov. 17.
Women's Dissertation Writing
Group @ The Women's Center,
107 Hanna Hall. 6:30 p.m. An
interdisciplinary group open to
any woman in the writing process
of her program, whether at the
preliminary/ comprehensive exam
stage or the dissertation/ thesis
stage. Facilitated by Dr. Jeannie
Ludlow. American Culture
Studies

Guest Artist: Airmen of Note, big
band of the United States Air
Force & Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center, 8 p.m. All
free tickets for this event have
been distributed. Please contact
the box office for further information at 419-372-8171 or 800589-2224.

visionlite meeting @ The
Women's Center. 9 p.m. A weekly
peer support group. People who
would like to talk about issues
ranging from coming out to sexuality, classes, or family problems
are provided with a welcoming,
friendly environment.
Confidentiality is assured. For
more information contact Vision
at 372-0555 or vision@members.gayweb.com.

BGVeg Meeting @ 211 University
Hall, 8:30 p.m.

CBA Student Business
Organization Fair @ Business
Administration Second Floor
Lounge, Noon to 2 p.m. This is an
opportunity for students to interact with the College of Business
Administration's Student
Organizations.

Partnerships for Community
Action Presentation Series
"Bringing Mapping Home to
Students: Use of GPS and GIS
Technology in the Elementary
Classroom" @ The Women's
Center, 107 Hanna Hall, Noon.
Stephen Van Hook from the
University's Department of
Physics and Astronomy and Lane
Hakel from Kenwood Elementary
will be the featured speakers. A
lunchtime celebration of community and University partnerships
sponsored by Partnerships For
Community Action (PCA).

"Urs al-jalil"/"Wedding in
Galilee" @ Gish Film Theater,
7:30 p.m. (1987) Israel, 113 min-

Clothing drive for winter clothes:
There will be eight boxes on campus along with five drop off

HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT?
If you have a campus or city
event that you would like to have
listed in the calendar of events,
send an e-mail to bgnewsevents@hotmail.com or stop by
210 West Hall with information
on the event. The deadline is 6
p.m. two days before the event.
The calendar of events does not
publish weekend events due to
space limitations.

Theaters prepare for Harry Potter's magic
BG NEWS
ENTERTAINMENT
City getting into
holiday spirit
The Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce will
be holding its annual
Community Tree lighting
Ceremony tomorrow at the
Wood County Public library
at 6:30 p.m. The theme for
this year's ceremony is "An

American Christmas."

The Bowling Green High
School Madrigals will be performing at 6:15 p.m. while
Meijer will be providing hot
chocolate.
Those attending are
encouraged to trim the tree
with handmade ornaments.
The library is located on
251 N. Main St. in downtown
Bowling Green.

by Ben Nuckols
IK[ ASS0CIA1ED PRESS

BALTIMORE — The historic,
900-seal Senator Theater is one of
many movie theaters around the
country lhal plans a midnight
screening for insomniac fans
who want lo be among the first lo
see "Harry Poller and the
Sorcerer's Stone."
The movie, adapted from the
first of l.K. Rowling's hugely successful series of books, opens
tomorrow. The Senator's owner,
Tom Kiefaber, decided lo have a

12:01 am. screening.
"For months and months,
we've been receiving calls about
when die firs! opportunity lo see
'Harry Potter' will be, and we realized many of these calls were
from adults. It's an 8 lo 80 thing,"
Kiefaber said yesterday.
Kiefaber said he had sold about
400 seals as of yesterday afternoon, but he expects a full house.
Advance tickets to the $125
million movie went on sale
nationwide Nov. 2 and have been
selling quickly, according lo the-

ater owners and lickel agencies. Il
was unclear how many screens il
would open on, but box-office
observers said Ihe movie could
break opening-day and openingweekend records.
Warner Bros, the film's distributor, is letting theater owners
decide whether lo run midnight
shows.
Kiefaber said he was following
Ihe hugely successful pattern
established with "Star Wars:
Episode I — The Phantom
Menace," which was shown at the

Senator and on hundreds of
other screens In early-morning
hours on ils first dav in release, in
1999.
Early Friday, searchlights were
to swirl outside the luminous Art
Deco movie palace, and Ihe lobby
was being decorated with Harry
Porter regalia
When Rowling's fourth book.
"Harry Potter and the Goblet of
Fire," was released in July 2000.
children lined up at bookstores
the day before for midnight parties.

In celebration of

^ CHILDREN'S
T? LITERACY

BU MONTH
the

University Bookstore
is offering a

20% discount.
Children's books, children's apparel,
stuffed animals, Safari animals,
Klutz games
( No special orders, no other discounts apply,
discount does not include red ticket items )
November 13 through November 18. 2001
Tuesday - Saturday 9am - 9pm
Sunday 9am - 5pm

Friday, Nov. 16,2001
8:00 A.M. -5:00 P.M.
Saturday, Nov. 17, 2001
9:00 A.M. -5:00 P.M.

free admission open to the public
Former Rite Aid
Southland Shopping Center
3358 Glendale Avenue
Toledo. OH 43614
We accept VISA, MasterCard. American Express". J Crew credit
cards, cash, and personal checks (with proper identification).
Duettions rrom North Ta*e l-/i Soulh to 475V*sl Tale 23 South' 4 li to Airport
Highway East exit Turn nghl onto Reynolds Rd Follow Reynolds Rd to Glendale
Ave turn let! onto Glendale Ave the Southland Shopping Center is located on
thp northeast lomer ol Glendale Aw and Byrne Rd
Directions Irom South lain I n North to 175 West' 2.1 North. Tale Ihe Airport
Highway tut. Head east on Airport Highway lum right onto Reynolds Rd Follow
Reynolds Rd It. Glendale Aw Turn left onto Glendale Ave The Southland Shopping
Center is located on thp northeast cornet ol Glendale Aw and Byrne Rd

University Bookstore
Conveniently Located on Campus
Main Floor Student Services Building

I

r\ A r\ *

Regular Hours:
8:00-6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-5:00 Friday
9:00-5:00 Saturday

372-2851
BtfirVharg<
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QUOTE UNQUOTE
/ /

I stopped berating the tax cut
and started praying that the
president would rise to lead us.

% %

—Former First Daughter Chelsea Clinton,
writing in Talk magazine about her reaction to
the attacks.

A forum of views and Ideas

OUR TAKE
MAJORITY OPINIONS OF THE BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD

They're just going to light up anyway
Alas, the highly debated
smoking ban has passed, much
to the chagrin ofsmokersand
the delight of non-smokers.
But really, how effective will
this smoking ban be? We seriously doubt lohn Q. Public will
think twice about lighting up a
Marlboro in BVV-3. Also, will
there actually be a "cigarette
patrol" police officer on duty to
make sure that people aren't
smoking?
The sad truth is that not only
is this ban a flagrant abuse of

citizens and proprietors' rights,
but is an enormous waste of
taxpayer's' money.
Isn't there something better
the police can be doing than
patrolling McDonald's and
Burger King for criminal smoking?
Most people won't be
deterred by the punishment (a
misdemeanor carrying a small
fine).
Even for Bowling Green, this
law is a bit unusual, lust about
every other restaurant in the

country (with California being
the exception, not the rule)
allows smoking and has a section for non-smoking patrons.
We understand that the ban
has been passed by a majority
vote in the city elections. We
also realize that this will be a
tough rule to enforce. We hope
that the city won't take itself too
seriously and try to crack down
on contraband smokers. They
must have better things to do.

Nothing super about
University Supernet
SILAS
BR00KSIDE
Guest Columnist

"I'm super, thanks for asking. All things considered, I
couldn't be better I must say.
I'm feeling super, so nothing
bugs me..." The song continues on as South Park's Big
Gay Al prances around the
UAO stage, feeling 'so insanely super.'
Super is a good thing.
Super is defined by the
American Heritage Dictionary
of the English Language as
excellent and first-rate. Dick
Clark, Bruce Wayne and
Charles Xavier are superhuman, capable of doing things
that the ordinary human
being would deem impossible. Supercede, superior, and
superb all use the same root
word in regards to something
that is better than average. So
is it just me, or does the BG
Supernet, the several milliondollar project involving the
University's network, seem to
be misnamed?
The network on the
University's ground actually
does work at random times.
When it does work and the
network connections do
somehow go through, the
Internet works quickly and

the speed is equivalent to
many high-speed cable connections. I am very happy at
those haphazard times as I
click on a link and in less
then two seconds, I am where
I want to be.
However, there are those
times when I log on and the
University web page is available. (For those of you who
don't know, whether the main
server is down or not, the
University main page is
always available. I don't know
the specific elements of why
this occurs, but it does nevertheless.) I want to go check
my e-mail or take a glance at
the Billboard Charts.
However, much to my dismay, the heading "cannot find
server" appears and I remain
frustrated for the duration of
the setback.
Sometimes, constant
refreshes to the web pages
will get you through, and as
everyone knows, "desperate
times call for desperate measures." I sit in front of my personal computer and heave as
I wait for an appropriate
screen to reappear. However,
after I get to one part of the
page and click on another
link, 1 must wait for another 6
or so minutes to pass. That
becomes incredibly frustrating after several failed
attempts lead to hours of
despair.

But the worst-case scenario
occurs when there is no
absolute way for me to get in
to the network. So many people here at the University
have unwillingly procrastinated on papers because the
Internet is not executing
commands. Mix the malfunctions of the network with a
student's work ethic and you
have last-minute efforts and
all-night completion sessions.
The worst part of the situation is the number of times
this has occurred thus far.
This doesn't occur monthly,
but rather weekly. Sometimes
it can be down for two consecutive days or fall apart two
days during the week.
Ultimately, the network cannot be depended on and all
necessary work should be
completed when give ample
time to do so.
I am being way too harsh
due to the fact that the network was just set up this
summer. It's painfully obvious
that there need to be some
serious revisions in place.
Due to the fact that I know so
little about computers, I cannot really give a justification
in regards to the leisurely
dawdling network. All I can
say, though, is I know this
needs to speed up.... or else
call the network the BG
Vegetating-Network!

www.bgnews.com

210WestHall
Bowling Green
Slate University
Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403
Phone: |419| 372-2602
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PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
After the crash of American Airlines Flight 587 and
terrorist attacks, are you afraid to fly?

MONICA PALMER
SOPHOMORE
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Fighting is only way to win
GREGORY
GILLIAN
Guest Columnist
It seems as though every
week we read an opinion
from the anti-war camp
about why the United States
should not be attacking the
Al-Quaeda and Taliban. Their
arguments often run under
three main areas of objection:
"We've helped create this
terrorist monster." If that is
true, does that imply that we
should not attempt to eliminate the problem? The occasional allusion from the antiwar camp to Shelly's
Frankenstein is interesting.
Did the doctor in the story
not try to destroy his monster
after realizing his error in trying to play God? Similarly,
should the U.S. not be
allowed to clean up after its
mistake, if it has a good
enough reason to change its
mind (and is such a reason
not painfully obvious)?
"War will only cause more
war." In that case, we should
probably be on the lookout
for an attack from lapan, or
even Germany. I do believe
we sent bombs and/or troops
into both of those countries
once in order to remove an

offending ruling body. If
memory serves, though, we
might have helped rebuild
those lands after the fighting
ended. I guess if the War on
Terrorism plan involves helping the overall condition of
the countries we invade, the
U.S. could be justified in its
actions. Maybe Colin Powell
is doing something to that
extent. On the other hand, he
might be planning for the
possibility of more fighting
between the Northern and
Southern states in our own
country, given that there was
a war in that vein before. Or
rather he may be more
pressed to guard us against
an attack from England, since
they could still be harboring
ill feelings towards us after
the war we had with them.
"There are alternatives to
war." That may well be so,
and it's probably safe to say
that most, if not all, of the
pro-war crowd would be willing to entertain such options
in this case. Unfortunately,
very few options, if any, have
presented themselves. In fact,
the only alternative I can
think of at this time would be
negotiation. Looking at the
way negotiating has affected
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
may show why our president

has chosen not to attempt
such a thing.
Like most people, I defend
the right of anybody to speak
out against what the U.S. is
doing. In a way, the "War on
Terrorism" is trying to preserve the right of people to
say such things. If we give in
to the enemy, we will allow
them to ruin our country and
all of the freedoms for which
it stands. Our enemy is different from most from the past
in that there are no borders
defining where the offenders
live. They do, however, have
leaders, and finding those
leaders is the first step
towards eliminating the
threat. Our country is currently engaged in that first
step. Until we finish that task,
we cannot move on to the
more permanent parts of the
solution. Like it or not, this
method has worked in the
past, and it seems to be the
best way. I have a hard time
accepting the arguments of
the anti-war camp as being
all that compelling; I invite
them to continue to present
alternatives to the current
plan for solving this problem.

Evils of having Mono
MATT
SUSSMAN
Humor Columnist
I am apparently at fault for
not telling some people
where I went about a week
ago. This article is my apology
and my story. Yeah, I know
the story would have been
funnier if I had a scene where
Will Ferrell was beating up
Elmer Fudd, but I'm not
made of money. But everyone
has a right to know to my
whereabouts, although I may
have not been classified to
tell you at the time.
They took me away from
my temporary home in
Bowling Green and temporarily stationed me back at my
permanent residence, which I
am not able to disclose, so
we'll just call it "Area 61Toledo." I hear stories of how
these missions are glamorous
and noble, but I fail to see the
beauty or even my objective.
For that first week, I was so
tired. I didn't have any
appetite. I was unsure of my
future. I was vomiting.
My lymph nodes were
swollen. I played football with
the Lions and I only beat
them by 14.1 knew something was wrong with me that

JENNIFER WILSON
SENIOR

my commanding officers
were holding from me. One
graphic scene I thought
would be forever embedded
in my head was 25 men of
various ages and races choking in the desert, but it just
turned out to be the Yankees.
(On a side note, wasn't that a
very cool World Series?)
I didn't stay at my post long
until I started to throw up
under the pressure. I can only
wish that was a metaphor. I
was sent to the hospital
where I was treated with IVs
and a decorative gown. And it
was clear what had happened
to me. I was diagnosed with
mono, the most deadly disease which was Latin for
"one." It wasn't pretty. This illness crippled me. I slept for
20 hours a day and lost the
will to eat. I would wake up
spitting up phlegm that collected in my sore throat
overnight. I turned to Ensure
as my main source of nutrition. Little kids would pay
fifty cents each to push me
over. Ladies and male people,
I don't know what glamorous
stories you may have heard
about mono, but they arc all
lies. You don't want mono,
contrary to what anyone tells
you.
I may not be fully recovered, but I am fighting back.

EMILY WILDERMAN
FRESHMAN

"Yes and no. However, I am "No... the ground is boring "Yeah, I'm afraid of terrorand I like the clouds."
flying next week."
ism."

Round the clock rest lets me
watch or listen to anything I
want at any time, so I can
finally listen to the entire Bob
and Tom show starting at 6
a.m. Not only that, but I have
kept myself occupied with the
likes of Game Gear and
Snood. Plus I taught my dog
Sophie a few tricks, like playing dead, playing chess, and
attacking the neighbors at
random.
So here's the deal: Avoid
mono. Avoid anything with
the word mono in it.
Stay away from monorails,
monogamy, monotheism,
lapanese kimonos, monochrome color schemes, David
Letterman's monologues, and
Mr. Peanut's monocle. Do this
and you won't suffer the same
fate I did. Plus you won't miss
two weeks of school. But
mono won't get me down. In
about a week I'll be back at
college microwaving stray
animals in no time. Then I'll
probably get tired and go to
sleep. But it will be a proud
sleep, one of victory.
Thankfully, Matt is now
feeling better. To send belated
"Get Well" sentiments, please
email him at:
msussma@bgnel.bgsu.edu

STEPHANIE BALAZS
FRESHMAN

"Yeah, it's too far off the
ground."
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RALLY. FROM PAGE 1

Afghanistan. Kim said they want
to show that the war is not 100
percent popular and that perhaps there is something wrong
with the military campaign and
the war. She added that students
need to be aware there are other
alternatives that have not been
discussed in the media
Wells-Jensen said it was important for the community to be
aware of what is going on right
now.
"We are very blessed to live in a
democracy, and it is important to
use this democracy at good

hand," she said.
She added that as a community, it was important to know
about the actions of the U.S. government around the world, and
to communicate agreement or
disagreement of those actions to
elected officials through petitions
or letters.
The Stand for Peace has been
going on every day at noon in
front of the Education Building
since the bombing. It is a peaceful
protest against the war in
Afghanistan. Between 10 and 20

Reactions to the Stand for
Peace have been mixed, according to Kim. She said some students have shown support and
join the group while others have
engaged in dispute. She added
that the peace movement has
been the subject of a lot of attacks
in the BG News opinion page.
However, Kim said, the different attacks have allowed people
to engage in a debate and discuss
the issue.

said. "We cannot co-exist with
them."
Tsugikazu Nishigaki, president
and chancellor of HJU, spoke of
the peace education programs
offered at the University.
HJU was originally founded in
1886
by Rev.
Sadakichi
Sunamoto, who was converted to
the Christian religion while he
was staying in San Francisco,
Calif. When he returned to Japan,
Sunamoto wanted to tell the
message in Japan, Nishigaki said.
With help of a Methodist missionary, Sunamoto started a
school for girls in Hiroshima.
During World War II, HJU faced

difficulties
because
many
Christian schools in Japan were
viewed as spy schools and many
teachers were arrested by the
Japanese military police.
On Aug 6, 1945, the United
States dropped an atomic bomb
on Hiroshima and reduced the
University and the city to rubble.
HJU lost 330 students and 21
teachers in the bombing,
Nishigaki said.
In spite of its difficulties, HJU
became the first school that
resumed teaching following the
war with aid from many U.S.
churches.

Today, HJU consists of a
kindergarten, a junior high
school, a senior high school, a
college, and a graduate school.
Each level is involved in peace
education, Nishigaki said.
HJU has the mission to appeal
to the world concerning the devastation of nuclear bombing
because it was among the first
victims of nuclear weapons,
Nishigaki said.
Testimonies will be given by
survivors of the Hiroshima
bombing from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. in
115 Education Building today.

Blackburn has faith in the blue
light system.
"They are effective. Units will
arrive on the scene in two minutes or less," he said. He also
went on to say that adding more
blue lights would not be the best
idea for prevention because people tend to vandalize them and in
some instances even steal them.
The consensus is that one of

the best ways to prevent a crime
in Lot 6 is to add surveillance
cameras. If these cameras are
added, even if a crime does happen, authorities will be able to
document the crime and bring
the perpetrator to justice.
"The placement of Blue Lights
is not a problem, because if you
are getting attacked you might
not have time to get to one, sur-

veillance cameras is the best
option," Blackburn said.
Another option given by
Smalley to prevent these crimes
would be to move the overflow lot
to the open field between the
Harshman
and
Kreischer
Quadrangles.
"I think it's a good idea, we
need more parking and that land
is sufficient," Smalley said.

junction with a national day of
action conducted by the Student
and Youth Peace Coalition.
Held one day before Ramadan,
it aims at bringing attention to
the war in Afghanistan and the
necessity of increasing humanitarian aid as winter approaches,
said Sheri Wells-Jensen, associate
professor in English and member
of BG Peace Net.
Through the rally, the group is
trying to raise community awareness toward the war in

SPEAKER, FROM PAGE 1

against nuclear weapons.
"We need the friendships
among the global community,"
Shinohara said. "We can survive
without the nuclear weapons. We
must abolish the nuclear
weapons from the global community."
If the danger of nuclear
weapons could be realized
through communication, an
ordinary life could exist without
fear and terror, Shinohara said.
"We human beings must coexist in the global community
without nuclear weapons," he

SAFETY. FROM PAGE 1

there are going to be some
crimes."
According to Smalley, she
believes that the majority of the
student body would not even
know what to do in an attack. She
added students would not be
able to reach the blue lights
because of their location.

people participate each day.

HSU, said the planning for this
week started back in August.
Waugh hopes that the activities
of this weeV will promote diversity and culture.
"The reason why we do this
event is to promote unity,"
Waugh said." We want to make
everyone aware of the issues
(about black culture) and some
of the things we do."
Waugh said, he thinks the
evenis will be very successful
and encourages anybody who
is interested to come to the
events.
"We want to bring students
of the University together,"
Waugh said.

CULTURE. FROM PAGE 1

matter if you are while, brown,
black or red," Jackson said.
He said the activities of Black
Week are not just for students of
color, they are for everyone.
"The purpose of Black Week
is to educate the whole community," he said. "We want to
educate them on the issues of
African Americans and African
American students here in
Bowling Green, but also on
African American Culture."
Some of the other events that
look place this week were a Job
Fair and a Bible Study Seminar.
Rickie Waugh, president of

Jamaica Bay, a short distance
from the crash site; the rudder,
in pieces, was found nearby.
The rudder, which is supported
by the tail fin, controls turns
from side to side.
The 27-foot tail fin was
ripped off the fuselage cleanly,
as if it had been sliced by a
knife. David Stempler, president of ihe Air Travelers
Association, said he and several
pilots he spoke lo were struck
by the sight.
"It's as if you had a model of
an airplane and you jusl
snapped the stabilizer off." he
said.

CRASH, FROM PAGE 1

"We'll be looking very carefully at how the tail failed," the
NTSB's George Black Jr. said.
An FAA expert was headed to
the site yeslerday to study the
plane's tail assembly, an analysis that could lead to corrective
measures or inspections.
Blakey said American Airlines
has also volunteered to do a
sample inspection of its Airbus
A300 fleet to ensure there are
no problems with tail assemblies.
The tail fin was largely intact
when it was fished out of

On a Canadian two dollar
bill, the flag dying over
the Parliament Building is
an American Flag.
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Located on Thursun Avc across from MacDonald Hall
Free Cable/Utilities Included
Free Parking across from Offenhauer Towers
Onsue Kitchen and Laundry Facilities
Semester Leases (Fall and Spring)
Sorry No Pets/No Smoking

Show your BGSU ID for
an additional discount!

iff • 7;30 PM

R. Howards Fine Jewelers
139 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
354-3554

TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
ONE MAIN STREET • TOLEDO

TICKETS AT THE TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA BOX OFFICE,
AT ALL ticMthiMUr OUTLETS, CHARGE BY PHONE:
14191 474-1333 • (248) 645-6666 & ONLINE AT ticketmastcr.com

Contact: Andre* LauM at 3S2-75S5
iiKkflaffsnofns.com
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Looking for the perfect place to live next year?
Take a look in our direction...
We've sot a great apartment for you!

JNPCONCERTS.COM

Godfrey's Family Restaurant
Breakfast specials:
Mon-Sat 6:30am-11am

All-you-can-eat buttermilk pancakes... $3.79
2 eggs, 2 bacon or 2 sausages,
2 pancakes or toast, and homefhes or coffee... $2.50

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Am
agemeot
Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
620 Third St.
122 Frazce Ave.
702 Sixth St.
704 Sixth St.
812 E. Wooster

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Call or stop by our office today!
\lnl Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380

Sunday 8am to noon:
All-you-can eat Breakfast Buffet $5.25
(Bring this ad for a free large juice)

-Godfrey's Friday night SpecialsAll you can cat perch, potato, coleslaw, roll...

$5.50

All you can eat Alaskan walleye, potato, coleslaw, roll...
12 oz T-bone steak, potato, vegetable, roll...
"salad and dessert for an additional $1.89 with specials*
Hours
Mon-Thurs 6:30am-8:30pm
Friday 6:30am-9:30pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-9pm

$7.50
$9.25
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MLB: EDDIE MURRAY IS BACK WITH THE TRIBE. PAGE 8
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THURSDAY

Volleyball ranked 10th
in Mideast Region

November 15,
2001

The NCAA has released the
final region rankings of the
season for volleyball, and
Bowling Green State
University is among the
ranked teams. The Falcons of
head coach Denise Van De
Walie are 10th in the Mideast
Region (District 2).

\ FALCON
'ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK

PETER GARDONYI
MEN'S TENNIS

Peter won flight
titles in both doubles
and singles at the
tourney in Toledo.
He teamed with
senior Ed Kuresman
to win the title at the
C Flight in doubles.
That duo went 3-0 in
the four-team,
round-robin flight.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Hockey set for Wayne State
luxury of experimentation."

ByDanNied
IHE SC NEWS

For once a Bowling Green athletic team is playing a foe from a
lesser conference.
This weekend the hockey
team plays a home-and-home
series against Wayne State of
College Hockey America, collegiate hockey's equivalent of the
MAC. Fridays game with be at
the Ice Arena.
The hockey version of the
Falcons play in the renowned
CCHA, one of the four major
conferences in college hockey.
Think of it as the Big Ten on ice.
But just because Wayne State
plays in an inferior conference
doesn't mean a cake weekend for
Bowling Green. Last year the
Falcons were swept in a two
game series with CI1A power
Alabama- Huntsville. So don't
expect to see a whole lot of out of
the ordinary play from the
Falcons.
"We've got to work to win
these two games," said BG head
coach Buddy Powers. "With our
record |2-5-l| we don't have the

IHE BG HEWS

Jill won both the 200
fly and 200 freestyle
this past weekend
for a win against
Xavier. She was also
on the winning 400
freestyle relay. Her
200 free time was
her season best by
nearly three seconds.
WBGU To Broadcast
Falcon Women's
Basketball

Injuries and Accolades:
Freshman forward Ryan
Minnabarriet was named CCHA "
rookie of the week for his performance against Miami. In the
two-game
home
split
HOCKEY NOTEBOOK. PAGE 7

Mel Brodt, who coached
Bowling Green track and cross
country from 1969-1984 at the
University, was honored last
weekend when the cross country course was named after him.
Brodt coached track for 20
years and cross country for 25
years at the University, bringing
four teams to top 10 finishes in
the NCAA, one to a MidAmerican Conference championship, and seven to MAC runners-up. He also coached an
Olympic champion, a world
record holder and 28 AilAmericans.
"Basically, 1 think the athletic
department and the University
felt that Mel had an outstanding

career here; his teams were
championship caliber," said
Sidney Sink of the athletic
department. "We just felt like we
wanted to name something after
him."
Brodt, who was the last coach
to take a University cross country team to nationals, said he felt
he should have been recognized
for his achievements at the
school before this, but is happy
regardless.
"I feel greatly honored, it's
been a long time coming" he
said. "I'm very pleased that this
administration saw that something great was done when I was
here."
Sink said the cross country
course was not originally going
to be named in Brodt's honor

BG SPORTS
PICK OF THE WEEK

^7

Welcome back my friends to the show
that never ends. Joel Hammond
makes his picking debut and as you
can tell, he s a radical.

BGSUF*IC0NS COM

The Bowling Green State
University women's basket; ball team is set to begin the
regular season, and campus
.station WBGU-FM (88.1) is
scheduled to air over half of
; the Falcons' games this winter.
The station is tentatively
1 set to broadcast a total of 14
BGSU women's basketball
games during the season,
■ plus any postseason contests.
;The schedule includes all 12
• of the Falcons' home games.
The complete schedule is
1 as follows:
. • Nov. 20 - at Detroit
• Nov. 27 - Flstrn Kentucky
.' • Nov. 29 - IPFW
; • Dec. 8 - UW-Milwaukee
; • Dec. 15 - Wright State
• • Ian. 2 - Kent State
• Ian. 9 - Northern Illinois
■ ' Ian. 12 - Buffalo
1 • Ian. 14 - Akron
, • Ian. 26 - Marshal]
« • Ian.30-atToledo
; • Feb. 5 - Ohio
' • Feb. 14 - Wstrn Michigan
: • Feb. 23 - Estm Michigan
' The station may also add
the Feb. 19 game at Ohio to
■he broadcast schedule at a
laii'r date, depending upon
the Mid-American
Conference race and other
factors.

Michael lelmkuhle BG News

SLAP THIS: Senior forward Austin de Luis (24) shoots past a falling Miami defender in a recent
game. The Falcons are ready to (ace Wayne State of the CHA this weekend at the BGSU Ice Arena.

Cross country course named
after legendary Falcon coach
by Cratg Gilford

JILL COWARD
WOMEN'S SWIMMING

PKWoes:
Playing one man down has
spelled doom for the Falcons so
far this year. Unfortunately
they've made a habit of doing it.
While Bowling Green leads the
CCHA in penalty minutes with
226, they are dead last in killing
penalties at 73 percent. Northern
Michigan has the next highest
PIM total with 189 while AlaskaFairbanks' 78 percent penalty
killing ranks right above Bowling
Green.
"We've gone over every power
play goal scored against us and
there are no patterns," Powers
said. "The system is fine, it's been
individual breakdowns."

Bowling: Green at
Northwestern

Prediction
Score
Rant

#2 Miami (FL)

Ohio State

#3 Florida

#16 Colorado

Texas 3.5 FAVORITE

ERICA GAMBACCINI

ERIK CASSANO

Sports Editor

Assistant Editor

Writer

Miami

Prediction
Score
Rant

Ohio State

Illinois

Ohio State

Prediction
Score
Rant

Florida

Prediction
Score
Rant

Nebraska 12 FAVORITE

#5 Texas at
Texas A&M

NICKHURM

Miami
35-24
Miami is not going
to blow their great
season on Syracuse.

Florida 15 FAVORITE

#1 Nebraska at

V »P?T. J

45-14
Have you ever
watched Miami Vice?
Explosive like Canes.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Ohio State 2.5 FAVORITE

#20 Florida State at
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Prediction
Score
Rant

University, Brodt said having the
course named after him is not
one of his greatest accomplishments.
"It wasn't at the top of the list,"
Brodt said. "It's something that's
going to be there forever as far as
for my grandchildren wondering
what the old man had done at
the school."
Brodt played an Instrumental
role in the lives of his student athletes both on and off the
course. Sink said.
Not only was he a coach at the
University but he also taught
health and physical education.
"He did a good job at both,"
Sink said. "He really touched all
the athletes in that he prepared
them for the future when they
got out of college"

-#%

Northwestern

Miami 21 FAVORITE

#12 Illinois at
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Northwestern
38-21
BG has been good
this year, but not
Big Ten good.

Northwestern 7.5 FAVORITE

#13 Syracuse at

because the athletic department
wanted to name the indoor track
after him. However, that track
could not be named because it is
inside a building.
"The cross country course was
very appropriate for Mel
because a lot of his accomplishments came in that snort." Sink
said.
According to Sink, who ran
cross country under Brodt, it was
Brodt's ability to make players
want to work hard that made his
teams a success.
"If you had the ability to be a
national caliber athlete, he got it
out of you." he said. "All his athletes had so much confidence in
him it earned over into running."
Because he accomplished a
great deal as a coach at the

Northwestern
21-20
1 had to go at least
one week without
picking the Falcons.
Miami

17-7
21-17
Bucks coach Jim
Sorry boys, but I'm
Tressel asks to trade going against Ohio
quarterbacks.
State again.

35-31
Fight! Fight! Fight!
This is more like a
hockey game.

Nebraska
38-13
Crouch is no potato.
He's got cheetah
jets like Erica.

Texas A&M
14-13
Aggies pull the
shocker! Longhorns
steered clear.

31-24
Northwestern is
falling, but they're
still Big Ten

Resident Stud
Northwestern
40-17
Wildcats are pissed.
We are good.
Wildcats are better.

Miami
27-6
Canes' candy is
Dorsey lost the
orange-flavored this Heisman last week.
week.
He makes up for it.

24-17
I'm back on the
bandwagon ...
Bucks are third now

top 10.

Texas
24-10
The Longhorns are
in for a tough battle.

JOEL HAMMOND

38-20

Florida
Florida
28-21
35-31
The Gators have the Wow. One team's
upper edge.
actually not in the

Nebraska
35-17
The Huskers are
number one. who
can beat them?

Kt^
I w>y

Nebraska
41-14
"Crouch" ing
Husker, hidden
braggin'.

Texas
21-17
But A&M, like BG,
has attractive girls.

Illinois
3-2
Fatica'd kill me if 1
picked 0SU. 1 hate
Illinois just as much.
Florida State
33-30
Seminoles have
nothing to lose, while
Gators have lots.
Nebraska
44-10
Like Hurm, Huskers
must be butter, 'cuz
they're on a big roll.
Texas
26-24
Why don't they just
combine schools to
win National title?

Swimmers
split with
Xavier
byloeFerrone
IHE ec Nt*S

Both Falcon swim teams
took on Xavier last weekend
and ended up with mixed
results. The women's team
came out of the matches with
a victory; they won by a score
of 113-92. The men's team
however was not as successful, they lost by a score 11490.
"Both
teams
played
extremely well," said coach
Randy lulian. "The difference
was, the women's team won
the close ones, while the
men's team did not."
The sophomores led the
way for the women's team.
Sophomore lessica Humes
got the Falcons off to a good
stan. She won the first event
of the day. the 1000 meter
freestyle. She had a time
10:50.32 in the event. Later on
in the meet, Humes won the
500 meter freestyle with a
time of 5:16.30. In the second
race of the day sophomore
lillian Coward finished on
top. She completed the 200
meter freestyle in a time of
1:58.68. This was her best
time in the event this year by
nearly three seconds. She too,
won a second event later on
in the meet. She took first
place in the 200 meter butterfly with a time of 2:14.20.
"lillian Coward swam
exceptionally well in this
meet," Coach lulian said.
In the third event of the
day, it was senior captain Kim
Moden who won one for the
Falcons. She took the 50
meter freestyle with a time of
25.37. Teammates Alicia
Colbum and Sara Mulshine
finished nght behind her in
second and third place
respectively.
Also winning an event for
the Falcons was Sarah Agnew,
who won the 200 meter
breaststroke. Her time for the
event was 2:30.76. She also
finished in second in the 200
meter IM. with a time of
2:16.87.
Overall the women's team
won five of the seven individual races. They split the relay
races with the Xavier squad.
The men's team did not
fare as well in the individual
races as the \ /omen's team.
SWIMMER. PAGE 8
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leers ready for WS

What is the average rainfall
for Bowling Green?

TM

Minnabarrict scored two goals,
had one assist and had a plusfour
rating.
Minnabarriet is tied with Greg
Day for the team lead in goals
with five and is in a five-way tie
for second in the league in goals.
Senior defenseman )oe Statkus

C. 68.88"
D. 88.88"

A. 28.88"
B. 48.88"

B

HOCKEY NOTEBOOK. FROM PAGE 6
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missed the Miami series with a
back strain. Although he started
skating Tuesday and was in full
pads yesterday, he is listed as
doubtful for Wayne State.
"If it was a conference game 1
would probably play," Statkus
said.

JBR AUTOMOTIVE

Honest, Handmade lexicon Food

New location

EL CAMINO REAL LTD

• 24 Haur Towing
• Complete Car Cars
Services

|10% off

Free Chips & Salsa
W/Lunch or Dinner
Order.

Eg

with BGSU
Student/Faculty
I.D.

#1 Mexican Restaurant in Wood County
Hours:
Sun.-Thurs.
Fri.-Sat.

326 Industrial Pkwv.

353-7222

good through:
11/6/01 - 12/10/01

11-9
11-10

zs ax as *•
(luck out the 2002-2003 leases! Updates on the web @

www.newloverealty.com/nrentals
NEWL9VE

„_,.

.

352-5620

_,..,,_,

•

....«

332 S. Main (our only ollkc)

tm

TUESDAY

- NovrM5r« 15

Movie* •LviLnj boy" 8:00 p - 115 Olscamp 1 iall
Wr DNCSDAV - Novr MBI K 1-4tSible Studij Seminar - 6p-flp - lOla oUcamp I lall
DOwmngParbj "Varvftu Lane" if.oo pre-ree)»ter required.
J?p—I|L> [nwwufWvn |«*.ifrlni»J*i«iJ«*»p«u*iil«irf'
THURSDAY - NOVTMBCR 15

Ni^it .-it the Rec. IVjwlinfc'<..reen Kec Center..."free food" 3:00 pm
t RIDAV - NovrMIMR 16
CLomcdt) txplosion "Oomedij Snow" Olsci'imp IOI doors open at /-.OO pi

The

0,our

SKin

Tickets on .-wlc NOW - C )Ucamp Hall l.oblx) (look for the tVSU table)

Tedn

by Thornton Wilder

BGSU

Xu-i/ember 16, 17 and December 1 at H:00 p.m.
S'ovember IS and December 2 at 2:00 p.m.
b.ua Mane Saint Theatre Reservations: 410- 372- 2719

FALCONS

BGSU vs. Wayne State
BGSU Ice Arena
Friday, November 16, 7:05 pm
Students Admitted FREE with Valid BGSU ID

G

For BGSU Hockey Tickets call 1-877 BGSU TICKET

B6SU vs. Michigan
I November 28th 7:QQi*M
STUDENT TICKET
PICK-UP
r

•ON

MONDAY

PICK-UP

NOVEMBER

ONE

TICKET

26TH

AT THE

BGSU

BGSU

STUDENTS CAN
TICKET OFFICE

/? Falcon Hockey Breeds Excitement.

LOCATED IN ANDERSON ARENA
•STUDENTS MUST HAVE A VALID

^

BGSU ID

www.bgsufalcons.com

•THE TICKET OFFICE IS OPEN FROM 9:DDAM UNTIL 5:QDPM AND
WILL DISTRIBUTE STUDENT TICKETS UNTIL THE

1 ,500

STUDENT TICKET ALLOTMENT IS BONE
•ON GAME MIGHT,
BGSU

STUDENTS MUST PRESENT THEIR TICKET AND

ID TO GAIN ADMITTANCE TO ANDERSON ARENA

GATES WILL OPEN AT 6:DDPM

HAPPY HOUR

•#^%

3-9pm
$2.25 Domestic Mugs
33 oz.

Hours:
Mon-Fri
9am-5pm
Saturday
9am-1 pm

224 E.
Woostcr
Bowling Croon,
OH 43402

352-0717

GREENBR1AR, INC.

I FOR FA

J J

Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
506 & 514 N. Enterprise Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Bentwood Subdivision
.... and many more apartments
and houses

LIVE THIS WEEKEND!
FRI/SAT

FRESHWATER COLLINS!
A

different

bar

for

a

different

crowd.

Come Sign Up Today! Units Going Fast!
Check out our website at www.wcnet.org/-gbrental
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Murray returns to Cleveland
by Tom Whittwrs
ASSOCIIIED PRESS

As a player, Eddie Murray loved
lo joke around with Charlie
Manuel and talk about hilling.
Now, he'll get to do it everyday
as one of Manuel's coachesMurray, who got his 3,000th hit
while playing for Cleveland in
1995, was hired Wednesday as the
Indians' hitting coach.
" When 1 was here, 1 got to know
Charlie and some of the guys."
Murray said. "There were a lot of
good memories that I still
remember. I liked every bit of my
time here."
Murray was Baltimore's firstbase coach under manager Mike
Hargrove the past two seasons.
He was the Orioles' bench coach
the previous two years under former manager Ray Miller.
"Eddie Murray is one of the
most respected and professional
individuals in baseball," said
Indians general manager Mark
Shapiro, whose father, Ron, is
Murray's agent. "It's an honor to
bring him back to Cleveland."
Murray, 45, had been offered a

position with Baltimore for next
year but decided to return to
Cleveland where he played from
1994 until midway through the
'96 season.
In Cleveland, Murray will be
reunited with Manuel, who was
the team's hitting instructor while
the future Hall of Famer played
for the Indians.
Now, Murray will be coaching
former teammates lim Thome
and Omar Vrzquel.
"This is a chance of having a
bigger role," Murray said. "In
Baltimore, 1 didn't get to work
with the hitters because they had
a fine coach in Terry Crowley. This
is more of an opportunity."
The Indians had been looking
for a hitting instructor since
Clarence lones was fired following the season along with pitching coach Dick Pole and first
base/infield
coach
Ted
Uhlaender.
On lune 20, 1995, Murray
became the 20th player in history
to reach 3,000 hits when he singled against the Minnesota
Twins Murray, Hank Aaron and

Willie Mays are the only players
in history to have 500 homers
and 3,000 hits.
However, Murray had a falling
out with former Indians GM lohn
I lart during the next season and
was traded back to Baltimore
before the All-Star break.
Murray played 21 seasons in
the majors, and although he was
mostly testy with the media, he
was always one of the most popular players in the clubhouse.
"I'm very excited to have Eddie
Murray here," Manuel said. "He's
a future Hall of Famer. lust his
presence in our club is a big plus.
There are a lot of tilings that make
players look up to Eddie. He's a
big name in the game."
A career .287 hitter, Murray
played 12 seasons with the
Orioles and was one of baseball's
most consistent hitters during his
career. He drove in at least 75
runs in each of his first 20 seasons
and finished with 19 career grand
slams, second all-time to Lou
Gehrigs 23. Murray also played
for the Los Angeles Dodgers, New
York Mets and Anaheim Angels.

Associated Press Press
BACK AT THE JAKE: Cleveland Indians' Eddie Murray answers
questions at Jacobs field during a news conference yesterday.
Murray was recently hired as the Indians' hitting coach.

Tickets
on sale
NOW

IVE FROM
OMEDY CENTRAL
"DAILY SHOW"

SWIMMER, FROM PAGE 6

"We lost a lot of the close
races," said Coach lulian.
The Falcons got off to a good
start. They won the first event of
the competition, the 400 meter
medley relay. The Bowling Green
squad finished with a time of
3:38.38. Senior Tom Mohlman
also got off to a good start for the
Falcons. He won his first event,
the 200 meter freestyle, with a
time of 1:47.76. This was a four
second improvement from his
previous meet time. Mohlman
also finished second in the 500
meter freestyle. His time for that
was 5:00.21.
Adam Brown was another
Bowling Green swimmer who got
off to a fast start. He also won his
first individual event, the 100
meter butterfly, in which he had a
time of 48.96.
The Bowling Green 400 meter
freestyle relay capped off the day
with a win, but this was not
enough to pull the Falcons
passed a tough Xavier team.
Next up on the swimming
teams' schedule is the Notre
Dame Invitational, which takes
place December 6th through the
8th. This is the teams' last meet
before the semester break.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
Check out
our Huge Assortment
of Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

• Over 500 units
with super locations!

• 9 &12 month and
summer leases
available

Stop by 319 £ Wooslcr for a
brochure of complete details .mil
speak with our friendly staff!

3 54-2260
Jolin Newlove Real Estate
319 F..Wooster
(across from'Iaco Bell)

ONE STOP SHOPPING!
Leases available for 2001-2002

Fox Run * Haven House Manor
Piedmont * Birchwood Place
Mini Mall * Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
1& 2 Bedroom Apartments
All residents receive a membership
to Cherrywood Health Spa!
Indoor heat*) swlmmlno pool,s»una,HydraSpa Whirlpool, complete
?*erclse equipment, complete locker rotm & shower fecHHte
530 Maple • 352-9378
Mon-Frl. 8-12,1-4:30,
Sat. 10-2pm

LEWIS

BLACK

OUTSTANDING MALE COMEDIAN 2001
-AMERICAN COMEDY AWARD

December 4 • 8pm • Kobacker Hall
Tickets go on sale November 12 @
Office of Campus Involvement • Olscamp Info Desk
$8 Students
$10 Non-Student & Day of Show

, j«* Welcome the Holiday Season
with us at the 34rd Annual
Olde English Yuletide Dinners.
This unique event will be presented
at 7:00pm Friday, December 14 and
Saturday, December 15
in 101 Olscamp Hall at
Bowling Green State University.

^

*£

*6-

Tickets: $25.00
BGSU Students/Seniors $20.00
University Dining Services, the Student Union,
and Sky Bank are pleased to have sponsored
this program for 34 years. Please make reservations by calling University Dining Services
Catering Office at 372-6951 or
Sky Bank at
419-352-6506 or 419-249-3300 Ex. 6209

Tickets also available from 5pm to 7pm at the following Locations:
Nov. 15 • Offenhauer & Founders
Wfc_
W*

Tickets purchased at BGSU may be
paid for by cash, Big Charge, debit
dining select, or by a Visa, Mastercard,
or Discover charge

•.**>
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EDUCATION ABROAD
PRE-DEPARTURE ORIENTATION
If you are studying abroad during
spring semester 2002. please come
to an orientation session on Tuesday, November 27 from 3:005:00pm in 1103 Oftenhauer West
Call 372-0309 with questions.
Judge for Yourself
READ THE GAVEL
Coming
Thursday November 15
Please join the French Club
for an evening in Paris
November 15. 7:00-10:00pm
at the French House
Tickets are $6.00 at the door, cost
includes food, dancing & activities
WANTED
Freshmen and Sophomores get
Involved in Business Clubs and
Organizations! $1 Nov. 14th and
15th. 12:00pm to 2:00pm.
BA Lounge, 2nd floor.

Travel

#1 Spring Break Vacations'
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

Personals

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

— CAMPUS POLLYEYES "*"
Lasagna Special
Thursdays 11 am to 9 pm
Includes garlic bread and salad
$4.50
Dine in or pick up only
—" CAMPUS POLLYEYES •—•

Spring Break-Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$459. Air, Hotel, Transfers. Parlies
and More! Organize small groupearn FREE trips plus commissions!
Call1-800-GET-SUN-1

Attention: Holiday Help! $14.15
Base-Appt. PT now. FT during
break. Over 400 locations nationwide. Guaranteed summer position!
Customer Serv/Sales, no telemktg/
door lo door. Fun work environment
w/ other students No exp. necessary, 2-6 wk. training program.
Schlrships/intems possible. Conditions exist. Positions filling immediately. First apply, first considered
Call Now M-F 10a-5p, (419) 8741327. www.workforstudents.com/np.

Lawn Maintenance-Part & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns
352-5822

3 bdrm. unfurnished apt.
1082 Fairview
Call 352-5822.

Babysitter in our rural BG home
Sam-1pm two days a week. Days
negotiable 2:30-6:45pm M-W. Additional hrs. possible. Position avail,
now-end of school morning/afternoon can be job shared. Musi have
experience w/ young children, good
driving record, own transportation.
and non-smoker. References
required. 823-1547 or 250-4033

Bed full size pillow-top mattress set.
New in plastic. Retail $599 Sell
$179. Call (419) 392-7465.

A young Caucasian 30 yr. old couple seek to adopt newborn. Will be
full-time mom and devoted dad. Expenses paid. Call Jen and Cliff
1-800-301-8471.
Adopt-A-Famlly
Any students or organizations
interested in helping out a local
lamily in need this holiday season
email Sommer at
sommerObgnet.bgsu.edu
Adopt-A-Famlly
Adoption-secure & happy BG alum
couple can provide your infant a loving home. Please call Lisa & Dale 1 888-470-6144.
GET INVOLVED IN
INTRAMURALSM INTRAMURAL
ADVISORY BOARD
APPLICATIONS FOR SPRING
2002 ARE BEING ACCEPTED
THROUGH NOV. 26.
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR
ON THE WEB. INTERVIEWS ARE
LIMITED. ON A FIRST COME,
FIRST SERVE BASIS AND WILL
BE HELD NOV. 29-30
JCPenney
Hair & nail salon in slore
Great sales in all departments!
BG. WOODLAND MALL

Judge for Yourself

* 1 AbsoluteLowestSphngBreakPrice!
2)AwardWinningCustomerService!3)
FreeMealPlans4)CampusRepsTravolFree-EnoughReasons? 1 -800-3671252. springbreakdirect.com
'"Act Now! Guarantee the best
Spring Break. Prices! South Padre.
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas. Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras. Reps
needed...Travel Free. EamSSS
Group Discounts For 6+.
800-838-8203wwwleisuretours.com
WINTER AND
SPRING BREAK
BEACH & SKI TRIPS
DONT DELAY!
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM
1-800-SUNCHASE
Wanted.! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break to Cancun. the Bahamas, Jamaica, or Mazatlan FOR
FREE! To find out how. call 1-888777-4642 or e-mail
acaliQns.com.

Services Offered

Worried about pregnancy?
Gel Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

READ THE GAVEL
Coming
Thursday November 15
KKT KKT KKT fCKT KKT KKT KKT
Congratulations to Shannon Cortesi
on Beta sweetheart and Jessie
Case on Delt sweetheart!
We love you roommates!

KKT KJCT KKT KKT KKT KKT KXT
Looking For Job Experience?
Take an Army ROTC course no
obligation. Register now lor Military
Science 101 (2 elective credits) &
learn the skills future employers
look for-like how to make smart decisions S be a leader. Talk to an
ArmyROTC advisor today372-2476

SPRING 2002 PRACTICUM
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE
INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR
RECREATION AND SPORT
MANAGEMENT MAJORS.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR ON THE
WEB AND ARE DUE NOV 27.
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD
DEC. 3-4.

Summer Adventuro..Apply for Army ROTC summer leadership
training. It's a 5-wk paid adventure
where you'll learn to rappel, navigate. & be a leader. Plus, you'll get
a chance at a college scholarship.
Call 372-2476 to apply today.
There is no military commitment
Walden Books
Buy $10 Preferred Reader Card to
get 10% off all purchases!
BG. WOODLAND MALL

Wanted

1 Female subleaser needed for
Frazee Ave. Apt $188/month plus
utilities. Lease ends May 31 '02 Call
Kelly 9 352-4816/680-4186

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with Ihe easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com
at (888)923-3238. or visit
wwwcampusfundraiser.com

1 Female subleaser needed to
share 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. Close
to campus! Available now. Call Jamie O (419) 308-0282
1 rmle needed, will have room with
walk in closet and bathroom.
Located in Burrwood Estates.
$280/mo; negotiable. Call 308-4498.
Extra graduation tickets needed.
Will buy for best offer. Please call
354-5159 or 216-469-7136 Tony.
M. rmte. needed for 2 bdrm. apt.
Spr. Sem .$202.50 mo. Close to
campus. Heinz Site Apts. Please
call Chris Slagle 352-7654
Roommate needed to share rent &
util for a 2 bdrm apt. at 611
Manville. Close to campus
call Jake O 352-4115.

Internships Available
Paid internships are now available
for exercise science students to
work at The SI. James Club. Interns
will be responsible for: new member
health assessments, designing exercise programs and working with the
de-conditioned market to improve
their health and fitness needs. Call
Rick or Jason at 419-841 -5597.

Subleaser ASAP for 3 bdrm apt.
$233 mo.. $233 secunty dep. Lease
goes until May Call Kim 353-0865
Subleaser needed ASAP for Dec. 01
to May 02. 3 BR house w/ dishwasher, garbage disposal, washer/dryer.
Own 8R and own bathroom. 5th
Street. $295/mo. plus utilities. Call
Emily 0(419)308-2311.
Subleaser needed for efficiency
Jan. through May.
Call 353-5991
Subleaser needed, 2 bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, very spacious, dishwasher,
W/D and many extras. Hillsdale.
$680/mo 352-7944.
Subleaser until May 31.1 bdrm
your choice all utilities. $385 or
•toe. $335. Cell 372-7763.
Sublsr. needed Dec-Aug. 1 bdrm.
walking dis. to campus, all util. inc.
Except elec. Fully fum., new kitchen.
pkg. incl. $390/mo. Can negotiate
352-8176
Wanted coaches for youth wrestling
program, wrestling expenence necessary. 2-3 days/ week, evenings.
Contact Jack Kieffer O 354-5770.

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT • assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting. No experience necessary Pan-time and
sub positions available in Bowling
Green & Portage areas, ranging
from 25 to 73 hours biweekly. $9.00$12.25 per hour based upon experience. High school diploma/GED required. Application packet may be
obtained from Wood County Board
of MR/DD, 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Rd , Bowling Green. Ent B MondayFriday. 8:00am-4:30pm. EOE.
Teacher needs help cleaning house
and grading papers. 353-3048.
Wanted!!
Entertainers/Performers Wanted
'mimes, clowns, musicians,
comedians, magicians, balloon
artists, etc. If you have any special
talent and are interested in earning
some extra cash during the
holidays, we have a job for you!
Starting at S10/hour during the
holidays!
Call 8eth Genson for information or
to book an audition: (419)354-4447
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

3 bdrms, washer/dryer tor the next
school year Call 419-352-4773.

For Sale

Available Aug 15,2002
11 1/2 month lease. 686-4651.
3/4bdrm house 226 E.Merry $1200
p/ulilities. 3bdrm house 718 3rd St.
$800 p/utihties. 3/4 bdrm house
118 Clay St. $1200 p/utilities
3 bdrm apart. 443 N. Enterpnse
$600 0/ utilities 1 bdrm apart 443
N. Enterprise $350 p/utilities
Efficiency 443 N Enterpnse $300
p/utihtios 2 bdrm house 819 N.
Summit $500 p/utilities
.2 bdrm 112 ndge st $450 p/ulilities.

Bed • Queen pillow top, new, in
plastic Full manufacturer's warranty. Retail $800 Sacnfice $199. Can
deliver. Call 419-392-7465

Electric clothes dryer
. Old but runs well.
$20 cash; you haul 353-5831.
FS:ATI Radeon 8500 Video Card.
New In Retail Box.
Retails for $300, selling for $254.
rodger22©yahoo.com or 373-1917.

BRAND NEW APARTMENTS
•Washer and Dryer in each apt!
■Resort-style pool with Jacuzzi
'State ol art computer center
•Private bedrooms
Sterling University Enclave
353-5100

OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
Prescription and non-prescription.
Ray-ban, Gargoyles, and Serengetti
also available. John T. Archer & Associates. 1222 Ridgewood BG.
352-2502

House - 136TroupSt.
Available immediately
Call lor details 353-5124

Silver- blue Plymouth Horizon! 1986)
four doors, approx. 90,000 miles, in
good shape (outside & inside)
$1100 OBO, call Rebecca 352-0103

House for RftM
424 E. Wooster. 3 BDRM house
available immed. $750/mo.
utilities Included 353-7547.

For Rent

" Graduate Student Housing
New Accommodations
High Speed Internet Access

Houses & Apts for 2002-2003
school year 1 to 4 person homes
availab!e.-12 mo leases only. Steve
Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710 No
calls after 8 pmlisting at 532
Manville.

Call 354-3182
for further info

Quiet, 2 bdrm upstairs house with
porch Rent $495 plus utilities
Available Jan. 1 Call 353-0557

" Rooms avail. Now S 2nd Sem.
$225 mo. includ util. Also a 1 bdrm.
apt. avail 1/10fl)2. 353-0325 10am7pm.

SPRING SEMESTER
SUBLEASES AVAILABLE

'-2002-2003 now signing leases (or
houses, apts. and rooms. Will mail
listing or pick up at 316 E. Merry 03
24 hrs. ?'s call 353-0325 10am-7pm
1 bdrm. apt. sublsrs. needed ASAP.
656 N Enterprise 084. $470 mo.
plus util. Contact Vic 353-1659 or
Laura 440-439-3298
1-2 tublers. needed. Avail. 1/1/02Aug. 02. $590 total, price neg. Unturn., 2 bdrms., 2 car garage,
across from campus. Ph. (419)
352-0716 or 352-3317.
2 & 3 bdrm fum apt w/ AC
Available Now
352-7454
233 W. Merry. 4 BR allows 4 unrelated people. $775/month. Available
Immediately Call 354-2854.

Several Efficiencies
1 or 2 BR apis.
Call
John Newlove Real Estate, Inc.
354-2260

Subleaser needed immediately.
2 bdrm house close to campus.
$450/mo * utilities Call 354-6489
Subleaser wanted! For very nice
2 bdrm apt 1 big bdrm is tree starting now. Apt. has nice living-room,
kitchen with dishwasher and big
stove. Washing machine & dryer,
bus stop nearby, $275 per
month.8th st. Rebecca 352-0103
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MCO GRAD SCHOOL ADMISSIONS
Medical Physics Graduate Program

WHICH Collei. || ||ffj
Toledo, Ohio
Opening! exiil for admitting students for Academic Yoar 2002 in our
two-yoar Master of Science program in me emerging field of Radiation
Oncology Physics at the Medkal College of Ohio. Students with a
tachelor of Science in Physics, tnginearing, or Mamematict qualify.
Graduate scholarships with a tuition waiver are now available for
qualified candidates. Our program is unique in that we offer students
a full yoar of hands-on clinical residency in addition to a complete year
of didactic course work. Graduates from this program are prepared to
function independently as a medical physicist and work closely with
phylicion colleagues in the field of radiation oncology. Interested individuals should contact the program da octet at the address below or
Visit OUr Web Site at! fhr!p.V/www.mo..dWd..rf/radthmr/indmx.hln,!)

I Ishmacl Parsal. Pli 0
Associate Professor and Chief Physicist
Director of Physics Division
Department ol Radiation Oncology
Medical College Of Ohio
3000 Arlington Avenue
lolc-do. Ohio 43614
Tel (419) 383- 4541
Fax (419)383- 3040
[mail
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Now LEASING
FOR FALL 2002
GREf NBR1AR, INC.

G R £ £ N B R I A R
•224 E. Wooster Bowling Green, OH 43402*
•352-07iy
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
& Saturday gam-ipm

$50.00

'W

OFF YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT
I Bring this coupon in and receive $50.00 off each tenant'S|
I security deposit. Must be used before 12/18/01. Available at.
' Columbia Courts, Field Manor, Frazee Ave.. East Merry
1
Heinz (including 514 & 506 N. Enterprise) and Mercer Manor.

149 E. Wooster
353-3209

Your One Stop Wireless Shop

GRAND OPENING

BmmM
FREE Car Charger or
Leather Case with New
Activation
Rrslnc-liom may apply - See store- lor Arose

~~25%OFF
any accessory
Restriction* m»> *|ipli • St* Ml (ot deMiU

-♦►•Sprini

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR BGSU STUDENTS
354-24OO • 107 S. Main • Bowling Green

BG NEWS
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Daily Crossword Fix

Classifieds on pg. 9

brought to you by

«>, Happy Thursday...Happy
Thursday...Happy Thursday...

Management Inc.

2002/2003 LISTING
Signing Leases NOW

•

Management Inc.
HillsdaleApts. 1082 Fairview,
I & 2 Bdrm Apis
3 Bdrm Tmvnhouscs/Dishwashcr.
Air condition/Garbage Disposal
v.ashcr/dr>er hook-up in 2/3 Bdrm
Slarls al $390 + Utilities

H

Call 353-5800

-jt^Hr

And we'll even

I-5^*
J *** fre* '" BG' ■
I
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M

Voted Best Pizza '93 •

Management Inc.
Ileinzsitc Apts. 710 N Enterprise
I k 2 Bdrm/An Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Slarls al S4I0/MO + Utilities
Call 353-5800

)4 - 95 - '96 - '97 - '9~
■99 . 00 - 01
■

SSriSEffiSSi
Good at partiopttinQ locations
Oten at 4pm Weekdays
Luneh Friday. Saturday. 4 Sumtay
^

N.

3S2-S1M

Bahamas Party

Cruise
Cancun
Jamaica
Florida

$279
$399
$439
$119

5 day* • tU MM • Fma PtrSM - HoUdaa'aMM

I
■
I

7 Nk/U • At> i HOW • FlM Food 130 rM c> Dm*

7 mghii • Panama Cny, Oaylona. South Baacn

Management Inc.
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth Si.

■

I"TZiO

"Wars

springforcaklravel.com - Our 15th Year!

1-800-678-6386

I Bdrm /Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal

3 Knights lady
4 Sweep leaves

p
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r
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Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
While Castle - 610 N Main St.
I & 3 Bdrm Apis
starts al S320/M0 + Gas
Call 353-5800

5 Build
6 Myself
7 Pen fluid

^■M

S Cat appendage
9 Sleeveless coat

»i TP""

" ■"

10 Eggs
11 Energy
16 Red fruit
18 Scotland river

S

M

«

*--

22 Begin

23 Growth
25 Pester
27 Alert
28 Distinguished
30 Santa's helper
32 Ballet step
36 Japanese sash
38 Mar
41 Baby garment
43 Those not out
45 Light
47 Champion
49 Military student

54 Prepares golf ball
55 Hat
56 Indian

1 Unhappy
4 Pay bill
9 Sweep
12
Gershwin
13 Area for sports

42 Gov police agency (abbr)
44 Steps over a wall
46 Vacation
48 Incorporated (abbr.)

14 Hail!

51
53
55
58
61

Bow-shaped
Soft material
Domed roof
Refusal
Dined

62
64
65
66
67

Accede
Attempt
Each
Castle ditches
out a living

15 Do over
17 Take forcefully
19Dot

20 Man's name

52 Shell fish

Across

21 Allow
22 Put foot forward
24 Perfect number
26 Dash
29 Silk net
31 Res!
33 Self
34 Morning (abbr)
35 70s rock band
37 Petro
39 Impersonal pronoun
40 Fishing pole

Slarls al S400VM.O - Elec/OaS

1 Male title
2 Plural verb

['■ 1

COUPON

On« Hem
Pizxa*
Add 2 cans ot pop to* 75c
•Fajila chicken.2 items

.

T

H■
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KAPLAN

57 At one time

59 Noah's boat
60 Leached wood ashes
63 Egyptian sun god

50 Old

Answers

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 H Poe
Efficienccs & Large I Bdrms

CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP

Laundry on site

Slarls al S250-Call 353-5800
Slop by our office al
1045 N. Main Si
for complete listing Of
Call J5J-5KO0.
»ww.\uiul.orn-nutca

t/i^a) «.i.i-» a/:■>.># o.T^a) qQp !.:•}■ ^♦

Stop Waiting
on the Web!

^au/muis
Mli.l.lH-ldP
163 South Wain Si /Bowling Gieen

I

888.567.2318
www. RoadRunnerOhio. com

LET'S GO.

1-800-KAP-TEST* www.Kaplan.com
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Happy Thursday...The weekend is almost here!!! I

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown BG • 353-1361
www cla-zel com

GRAND OPENING TODAY 1-4 PM

Gwyneth Paltrow

Shallow
Hal
PG 13

5:00 7:30 10:00

Tours of the
Clubhouse &
Model!
^s

tsw&we'

ons of Prizes &
FREE Food!

Collegiate

353-5100

HrW

706 Napoleon
Bowling Green, OH 43402

^

www.suhenclave.com

♦ FREE full size washer and dryer in
every apartment
♦ Private bedrooms with individual leases
♦ 24 hour emergency maintenance
♦ Brand new apartments
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub
♦ Furnished apartments available
♦ Fitness center with cardiovascular and
free weights
♦ State-of-the - Art computer center

GREENBRIAR, INC

352-0717

♦ Free resident parking
♦ All new appliances including microwave

JOIN US FOR A HAWAIIAN LUAU ♦
Come see for yourself what
everyone is talking about!

BGSU

Check Out Our
Website al

0 Sterling
1 University
^/Enclave

www.wciu'l.orji/^jjbrrnltil

Get Them While
They Last!

/ HKNapokoaRcwJ

4
An SUH» Community SUH« is a trademark of SUH, Inc.

Stop in
for our
Fall 2002
Listings!
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